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This short manual describes how to use CloudCompare (CC) to: 

• Analyze the deviation of floor. The aim is to compare the point cloud of a floor 

with a horizontal plane. The final map will give the direction of water in the case 

of rain 

• Make automatic sections of point cloud. This second manual has not been 

produced by the author. It is available on the web and simply attached to the 

file.  

 

Deviation of the floor 

The dataset consists of some point cloud acquired with a Faro Scanner. The project is 

available as e57, which can be imported in CC using File→Open. This is just a single 

point cloud (i.e., point cloud were already merged). In the case of multiple point 

clouds, they can be selected clicking on the name, and merged using Edit→Merge. 
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The dataset is about 15 million points. We reduce the number of points with the 

option Edit→Subsample, where we can specify the 3D grid spacing of the new point 

cloud. We choose 0.01 m 

 

 

The new point cloud is available on the left. It has only 1.8 million points. 

 

 

 

 



 

Then we can start removing the points that are not part of the floor. We can change 

the View to Front and then activate the Segment tool, using the rectangle to choose 

the points above the floor. Then Click on Segment out. The steps are indicated in the 

following figure (arrows from left to right). We click V to confirm. 

 

 

The result is a point cloud of the floor, plus some parts of the wall and the targets of 

the scanner, which were placed on the floor.  

 



The segment tool can be used again to remove these points, obtaining the result 

shown in the next figure. 

 

 

In the case we want to orient the floor tiles as x and y, we can apply a rotation with 

the rotate tool. We use the top view, then we need to set a rotation around Z, no 

translation (Tx,Ty,Tz). We drag the point cloud and we confirm with the green V. 

 

 



Then, we need a reference surface to evaluate the slope of our floor. We choose 

Edit→Plane→Create and we choose the centre of our plane, clicking in the middle of 

the point cloud.  

 

 

The option “normal” allows us to specify the direction of the orthogonal direction to 

the plane. In the case of a horizontal plane it will be (0,0,1). (A plane perpendicular to 

X is (1,0,0), and for Y is (0,1,0)). We decide that the dimensions of our plane will be 30 

x 30 m. 

 

 



A big black plane of 30 x 30 m is now visible in the project. We can now make a 

comparison between the last point cloud and the plane. We choose the plane and the 

point cloud on the left (pressing CTRL), and then we run Compute Cloud to Mesh 

Distance. 

  

 

The software suggest a max distance of 0.23 m. We change it to 0.15 m (just as 

demonstration). In general, using low distances allows to get a better visualization of 

small variations. We choose Compute and then OK. 

 

 



We can turn off the plane in the left bar. We can click on the point cloud that has new 

colour, which shows the distance between plane and point cloud. We go down and 

we choose Visible to activate a colorscale. 

 

 

Then, we can see the histogram and move the right part to enhance the visualization. 

It is quite clear that the floor is not flat. Most points are between +0.06 and -0.06 m.  

 



CloudCompare 

Cross Section tool V2 
 

 

Launching the tool 

Select a cloud and click on the ‘Cross Section’ tool icon   (upper main toolbar). 

 

 
 

 
 



Change the section height (and select a better view ;) 

 

 
 

 
 



Extracting a single contour 

If you want to create a single contour, just click on the “Extract contour as polyline” icon . 

 

CloudCompare will ask you to input a value for ‘max edge length’ (the smaller, the finer the 

contour will be, but the slower the extraction will be). CloudCompare gives a first guess by 

considering the cloud bounding-box. 

 

 
 

 
 

On output the contour is saved as a “polyline” (green). This polyline is automatically added to 

the DB tree. It can then be exported in a DXF file (once the Cross Section tool is closed). 

 

If you want to create a new version of this polyline (with another value for the ‘max edge 

length’ parameter for instance), you can first remove the previous version with the ‘Remove 

last extracted contour’ icon  

 

Note: for the moment, the contour is a single polyline (no holes, etc.) that is wrapped around 

the points “as close as possible”. We use the concept of “concave hull”. 



Extracting multiple contours at once 
You can automate the contour extraction on successive ‘slices’. 

 

Click on the ‘Export multiple slices’ button . 

 

In the tool dialog, select the right ‘dimension’ over which to automatically repeat the “slicing” 

process. The slices will all have the same height (same as the current one) and will be 

repeated one after the other (you can define a ‘gap’ between each). 

 

You can also check the ‘Extract contour(s)’ checkbox so that a contour will be extracted for 

each slice. You can here as well define the ‘Max edge length’ parameter (see above). 

 

 
 

On completion, CC will add to the DB tree a cloud and optionally a contour polyline for each 

slice. 

 
 



 
 

You can select multiple polylines at once and save them in a single DXF file (use ‘File > 

Save’ then select the “DXF” filter). 

 

 
Same polylines imported in Autocad 

(3D doesn’t seem to be handled!) 
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